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centuries, yet still able to manipulate certain events in our world during
TEARS OF A DRAGON (DRAGONS IN Bryan Davis 2005-10 Victory in the

that time.

Circles of Seven came at a great cost to Billy Bannister and Bonnie Silver.

LAST OF THE NEPHILIM (ORACLES Bryan Davis 2008-07-01 A single lie is

A vicious evil was unleashed on the earth that only the dragons can

spoken, allowing the Nephilim, a race of giants from ancient times, to

defeat. With Billy's father, the great Clefspeare, missing, Billy and Bonnie

invade Second Eden, a peaceful civilization in an alternate dimension.

must lead the dragons into war against the Watchers?demonic beings as

While Earth and Hades are locked in a catastrophic merging of their two

old as the earth itself. Masters at the art of deception, the Watchers use

realms, the prophet Enoch works to gather an army of humans and

the deadliest of weapons against mankind. A remnant of wise humans, the

dragons from each world to go to war against the Nephilim. Included in

friends of the dragons, unite in the struggle against the Watchers. With

that force are a small girl with prophetic power who originated in the

heart-stopping action, the final battle between dragons and their enemies

depths of Hades; Billy Bannister, the heir of Arthur and hero of the

comes to a climax. But in order to win the war, at least one of the dragons

Dragons in our Midst series; and Bonnie Silver, his fellow warrior.

must die.

The New Oxford Annotated Bible with Apocrypha Michael David Coogan

CIRCLES OF 7 (DRAGONS IN OUR M Bryan Davis 2005-04-01 Using their

2010 The New Oxford Annotated Bible offers a vast range of information,

dragon traits and the wisdom they gained through their earlier adventures,

including extensive notes by experts in their fields; in-text maps, charts,

Billy and Bonnie explore a multi-dimensional domain of evil. In this realm,

and diagrams; supplementary essays on translation, biblical interpretation,

they navigate seven perilous worlds, each one manifested in a circular

cultural and historical background, and other general topics. Extensively

plane of existence that leads them deeper into the domain of a powerful

revised, the Annotated Fourth Edition adds to the established reputation of

enemy.

this essential biblical studies resource. This timely edition maintains and

EYE OF THE ORACLE (ORACLES OF Bryan Davis 2006-09 What ancient

extends the excellence the Annotated's users have come to expect,

mysteries lurk behind the amazing stories in the Dragons in our Midst

bringing still more insights, information, and perspectives to bear upon the

series? Eye of the Oracle takes the reader back in time to the days when

understanding of the biblical text.

dragons abounded. From the era just before Noah's ark, through the

INTERFINITY (TIME ECHOES TRILO Bryan Davis 2017-01-15 Interfinity is

battles between dragons and mankind in the time of King Arthur, and to

imminent. The merging of the three Earths means one thing to Nathan

the haunting presence of dragons in our day, this stunning prequel reveals

Shepherd - he must save all three worlds. He and his friend Kelly witness

the mysteries that led to the bestselling fantasy adventure that began with

the results of the coming cosmic collision. Earth Yellow dwellers have

Raising Dragons.

dreams of future tragic events while the other two Earths experience Earth

SONG OF OVULUM (CHILDREN OF TH Bryan Davis 2011-06 It has been

Yellow's weather changes at hyperspeed. Panic sets in, and only Nathan,

fifteen years since Billy and Bonnie Bannister helped repel the demonic

Kelly, and their allies can prevent the looming disaster that threatens to kill

assault on Heaven. Now they and Ashley Foley sit in a maximum security

billions.

prison where the authorities conduct experiments on them to learn the

3RD STARLIGHTER (TALES OF STAR Bryan Davis 2011-10 Adrian

secrets of long life. Earlier, the world's acceptance of dragonkind

Masters journeys into the wilderness of Starlight, the dragon planet, in

crumbled, and the Enforcers took the infant twins born to Billy and Bonnie

search of his brother Frederick who has built a refuge for runaway slaves.

and stole Excalibur, hoping to develop a weapon to battle the dragons that

Carrying the comatose body of Marcelle and accompanied by two liberated

are sure to try to rescue their allies. All the while, a great secret from the

slave girls, Adrian has to find medical help for Marcelle, but the slave

past is being revealed to Bonnie through a dream. Joran and Selah,

master dragons will kill him on sight if he comes out of hiding. Adrian

teenaged children of Methuselah, have been trapped in a strange world for

hopes to join his brother and devise a plan to rescue other humans
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enslaved on Starlight. Since he cannot leave Marcelle alone, her nearly

Life of the Spirit" Throughout Scripture, fire often symbolizes the presence,

lifeless body becomes a physical and emotional anchor, and he is torn

power, and work of God. And ultimately, God s fire is meant to explode

between helping her or attempting to rescue the slaves. Meanwhile,

within his people as a passion for him and his purposes. Ignite the hearts

Marcelle's spirit travels to their home planet in search of military help. She

of the next generation with the Word of God when you give them this

is able to materialize there in a temporary body that looks corpselike and

youth Bible that s packed with helpful information on living the Christian

feels icy cold. Because of her appearance, Governor Orion persecutes her

life in the fullness of the Spirit. Created by Life Publishers International.

as a sorceress and sentences her to burn at the stake. Yet, she has hope

SPECIAL FEATURES Trusted NIV translation Concordance Themefinders

of rescue in three allies?her father; an eccentric former teacher; and the

track 12 important topics through the Scripture Book introductions with

mysterious Starlighter, Cassabrie.

note-taking space Extensive bottom-of-page notes 45 in-text maps and

Verlaten Jerry Jenkins 2017-12-28 In één catastrofaal ogenblik verdwijnen

charts Easy-to-use detailed cross-reference system More than 80 key

op de hele wereld miljoenen mensen. Auto's, plotseling zonder bestuurder,

issue articles Commentary from a Pentecostal perspective Subject index

raken van de weg. Mensen zien tot hun verbijstering geliefden voor hun

for topical studies Glossary of practical definitions of terms and concepts

ogen in het niets oplossen. Temidden van de wereldwijde chaos gaat

7-point black letter type "

piloot Rayford Steele op zoek naar zijn familie, naar antwoorden, naar de

Wanted Bryan Davis 2017-10 Eddie Hertz is a 12-year-old genius who

waarheid. Op dat moment kan hij nog niet vermoeden dat de zwartste

patrols the streets of Nirvana, hoping to foil the schemes of the evil

dagen nog in het verschiet liggen... Een geheimzinnige Roemeen, Nicolae

Mephisto. Being small for his age, Eddie relies on a Batman-style gadgets

Carpathia, krijgt ondertussen in een mum van tijd enorme macht over de

belt and acrobatic skills as well as street smarts and ingenuity. Eddie has

mensen. Op de achtergrond speelt een duistere samenzwering van

a dream, to become like Damocles, Nirvana's great superhero. To

internationale geldmagnaten; ontreddering, chaos en anarchie beheersen

accomplish that goal, Eddie invented a device that theoretically will endow

het toneel. In het centrum van de gebeurtenissen is journalist Buck

him with superpowers, but using it on himself could be dangerous, maybe

Williams getuige van bizarre ontwikkelingen.

even fatal, so he doesn't have the nerve to try it. When Mephisto

Huis van aarde & bloed Sarah J. Maas 2020-03-14 De nieuwe serie van

unleashes an earthquake machine to terrorize the city, Eddie gains a

wereldwijde bestsellerauteur Sarah J. Maas Crescent City is een

surprising ally - his quirky eight-year-old sister, Samantha, who comes up

bruisende, moderne stad waar mensen en magische wezens op

with an unexpected way to help in the frantic battle to prevent the

gespannen voet met elkaar samenleven. De stad strekt zich uit in zeven

impending destruction. Working as a team, the siblings fight Mephisto in a

districten, van het knusse stadshart en chique woonwijken, tot duistere

race against time to save Nirvana and the world from devastating

uithoeken en de beruchte markt waar van alles te koop is, van vers vlees

earthquakes, all the while receiving advice from a computerized version of

tot smokkelwaar. In de stad maken vier huizen de dienst uit. Bryce

Damocles, who has been rendered incapable of helping in physical form.

Quinlan – half mens, half Fae – behoort tot het huis van aarde & bloed,

Koning Oedipus Sophocles 1891

net als alle andere mensen, dieren, heksen en Fae. Samen met haar

Ancient Angels Rangar Cline 2011-03-05 Ancient Angels brings together

vrienden geniet ze volop van alles wat Crescent City te bieden heeft. Maar

inscriptional, literary, and archaeological evidence for angels (angeloi) in

als de stad wordt getroffen door een wrede moord, komt er abrupt een

Roman-era religions. The book examines Roman conceptions of angels,

einde aan haar zorgeloze leven. Bryce krijgt de opdracht de dader te

angel veneration, and how Christian authorities responded to this

ontmaskeren, samen met de beruchte huurmoordenaar Hunt Athalar. Maar

potentially heterodox aspect of Roman religion.

hun verwoede poging het mysterie op te lossen, zet meer in beweging dan

Het boek van Toth Henry Neff 2009-09-20 Onder de hoede en leiding van

ze lief is. De pers over de Glazen troon-serie ‘Een unieke combinatie van

Cooper, de dodelijkste van Rowans agenten, beginnen Max McDaniels en

liefde, actie en personageontwikkelingen. Een waardige afsluiter van een

David Menlo aan een zoektocht naar het Boek van Thoth. Het moet uit

van de populairste YA/fantasy-reeksen ooit.’ Hebban.nl ‘Wie begint kan

handen blijven van de demon Astaroth, die anders zijn geheimen met

niet meer stoppen met lezen. Deze wereld slokt je op en laat je niet meer

gruwelijke gevolgen zou ontrafelen. Nu Astaroth na eeuwen van

los.’ The Guardian ‘Epische fantasy in de stijl van In de ban van de ring

gevangenschap weer vrij is, is de wereld buiten de poorten van Rowan

en Game of Thrones.’ The Huffington Post

toch al vijandig: schimmige wezens krassen aan ramen, sluimerende

From the Mouth of Elijah Bryan Davis 2012 When a demon kidnaps

rivaliteit wordt nieuw leven ingeblazen, en de ene regering na de andere

Bonnie, Lauren uses her gifted hearing to search for her mother, while

komt ten val. Ver van huis, gevangen achter vijandelijke linies, trekken

Walter and Ashley attempt to find a cure for a mysterious disease which is

Max en zijn medestanders Europa door, dalen af in de legendarische

threatening the anthrozils.

Frankfurter Werkplaats, banen zich onverschrokken een weg door de

Fire Bible Hendrickson Publishers 2010-04 "Igniting a Generation in the

warrige uithoeken van het Zwarte Woud, en verdwijnen achter de sluiers
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van onze wereld.

will show you how the spiritual empowerment that began at Pentecost is

2 Thessalonians Maarten J.J. Menken 2002-01-04 In this lucid expose the

available today and is a gift to modern followers of Christ.

second letter to the Thessalonians is approached from a historical

Hertz to Be a Hero- Volume Two Bryan Davis 2019-03 Hertz to Be a Hero

perspective. The letter is read as part of a process of communication

is an exciting good-versus-evil battle between a brother-sister superhero

between its sender and the original addressees, making it accessible to

team and the evil Mephisto. It is book #2 in the "Wanted: Superheroes"

the modern reader. 2 Thessalonians includes a translation of the short

series. The evil Mephisto is still on the prowl, and he hopes to bring the

Greek text; an historical examination of the letter's genre, authorship and

city of Nirvana to its knees by controlling its people with a hypnotizing gas.

religious milieu; an introduction to apocalyptic eschatology and an

Now that Damocles, the great superhero, is gone, who can stop this

extensive commentary on the letter. Maarten Menken's book will appeal to

villain? Eddie Hertz, a twelve-year-old genius, and his sister, an eight-year-

theologians, ministers of religion, students of theology and all those

old super-powered girl named Samantha, have a plan-lure Mephisto into a

interested in biblical studies.

trap by using themselves and Eddie's superhero invention as bait.

Fire Bible-NIV-Student Donald Stamps 2010-04 Throughout the Bible fire

Dictionarium Britannicum Nathan Bailey 1736

symbolizes God's presence, power, and works: during the Exodus God led

The Universal Etymological English Dictionary Nathan Bailey 1731

the Israelites by day in a pillar of fire, while at Pentecost tongues of flame

Raising Dragons Bryan Davis 2004 Billy's life takes a fantastic turn when

rested upon the heads of believers filled with the Holy Spirit. Ultimately,

he starts breathing fire and finds out that his father Jared neglected to tell

this divine fire is intended to kindle within us a passion for God and for

him that he is half-dragon.

doing his will. The FireBible's notes and commentary will show readers

BONES OF MAKAIDOS (ORACLES OF Bryan Davis 2009-03 The two

how the spiritual empowerment that began at Pentecost is available today,

Oracles of Fire, Sapphira and Acacia, are called upon to protect the forces

and is a gift to modern followers of Christ. This unique volume's detailed

of good, including Bonnie, who is pursued once again by the most

book introductions, notes, and other features will greatly benefit anyone

powerful of all dragon slayers, Sir Devin, the dragons? bane.

interested in living the Christian life in the fullness of the Spirit.

Reaper Reborn Bryan Davis 2017-05 The world is in chaos. Alex is

FATAL CONVERGENCE (TIME ECHOES Bryan Davis 2017-01-15 In the

sending powerful killing machines into Chicago to enforce her will,

final installment in the Time Echoes Trilogy, the three Earths are ready to

Reapers are being rounded up and executed, ghosts are everywhere with

collide. As they close in, Fatal Convergence begins taking place?the

no one to collect them, and a cruel terrorist is strapping firebombs to

deaths of duplicates on two of the three worlds. When Nathan learns one

children.Reapers Phoenix and Shanghai come into possession of a mirror

way to stop the tragedy, by killing three innocent people who represent the

that once teleported its bearers wherever they needed to go. Alex is

three worlds, he balks, intent on finding another solution. When Kelly is

obsessed with stealing it, but so far no one, not even a heavenly Sancta

absorbed into a nightmare world, Nathan must search for her, not only

who joins the Reapers, knows how to get it to work. Hoping to stop Alex's

because of their friendship but also because her talents could be the key

rampage, the Reapers create a shaky alliance with a known murderer;

to saving everyone. With billions of lives hanging in the balance, failure is

battle against time, fires, and bombs to save children from incineration;

not an option.

and face near-certain death themselves at every turn.All the while,

Het verborgen orakel Rick Riordan 2016-08-03 Het langverwachte vervolg

Phoenix is slowly coming to realize that the only way to save the world is

op Percy Jackson en Helden van Olympus! Hoe straf je een onsterfelijke?

to face Alex one on one, knowing that doing so could result in the death of

Door hem menselijk te maken. Nadat hij zijn vader Zeus boos heeft

the person he loves more than anyone.

gemaakt, wordt de god Apollo uit Olympus verbannen. Hij belandt als

ENOCHS GHOST (ORACLES OF FIRE Bryan Davis 2007-06 Walter,

tiener in New York, zonder zijn goddelijke krachten. Daar moet de 4000

Ashley, and Karen ride the dragon Thigocia in search of her son, Gabriel,

jaar oude godheid zien te overleven in de moderne wereld totdat hij een

and her long-lost mate, Makaidos. When Walter and Ashley find an army

manier weet te vinden om weer in de gunst te komen bij Zeus. Maar

of giants hibernating in the depths of the earth, they meet a mysterious girl

Apollo heeft vele vijanden — goden, monsters en stervelingen die niets

named Sapphira Adi who claims to be thousands of years old. Sapphira

liever willen dan dat hij permanent wordt vernietigd. Apollo heeft vrienden

reveals a sinister plot, conceived centuries ago by Morgan Le Faye and

nodig om te overleven in de sterfelijke wereld en, hopelijk, op een dag zijn

the devil himself.

goddelijke krachten terug te krijgen. Wie anders dan de halfgoden van

Antigravity Heroes Bryan Davis 2019-12 Book #3 in the Wanted:

Kamp Halfbloed zouden hem kunnen helpen bij die missie?

Superheroes series. In previous stories, our heroes, Eddie and Samantha

A Lexical Concordance to the Poetical Works of Percy Bysshe Shelley

Hertz, faced earthquakes and hypnotized zombie-like people. What could

1892

be worse? Birds. Yes, birds. And lots of them. Eagles, hawks, owls,

Fire Bible Donald Stamps 2009-10 The Fire Bible's notes and commentary

herons, and more. The villain Mephisto has hypnotized tens of thousands
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of them to do his evil bidding. The situation gets even stranger. Our

Beyond the Gateway (Reapers Trilogy V2) Bryan Davis 2015-12-01 Beyond

heroes have to battle gravity itself. Mephisto has stolen antigravity belts

the Gateway is book #2 in The Reapers Trilogy. Reapers collect the souls

that allow him to fly. But the belts have a flaw, and he tries to force Eddie

of the dead, including wayward ghosts who wander the city streets, and

to perfect them. In the meantime, Mephisto uses the hypnotized birds to

transport them to the eternal Gateway, believing they are going to a better

paralyze the city while he steals millions of dollars. Against all odds, Eddie

place. But are they?Phoenix and Shanghai find a holographic recording

and Samantha, their mother, their Uncle Milligan, the new Damocles, and

left behind by a fellow Reaper who was recently executed. The message

the eccentric Dr. Gilbert G. Godwin, work together to battle the hypnotized

leads them on a journey to learn the answer to a crucial question: Does

birds and their controlling master. As usual, the entire world is in danger,

the Gatekeeper, the tyrannical ruler of the world, consume energy from

and only the Hertz heroes can save it.

souls in order to maintain power and live for centuries? If so, Reapers

De Odussee van Homeros Homerus 1890

have betrayed every soul they have ever collected and delivered them to

A Dark Faerie Tale Collection Books 1-8 Alexia Purdy 2017-09-19 This

eternal torture.

collection contains books 1-8 of A Dark Faerie Tale Series. Magic and

MASTERS & SLAYERS (TALES OF ST Bryan Davis 2010-09 The planet

Malice abound in the Land of Faerie. Shade is thrown into the treacherous

Starlight is controlled by dragons. Because of the depletion in their

Land of Faerie when she meets a mysterious Teleen warrior made of fire

atmosphere of an essential gas, pheterone, they must search for a way to

and electricity. Sent on a journey to obtain a rare magic only she can

survive. They know that a network of gas veins exists deep beneath the

wield, she must race against time to save her new friends from the wrath

crust of their planet, but, being dragons, they are not skilled with ways to

of the Unseelie armies. Dare to enter Faerie where things are never as

drill. One dragon, Magnar, finds humans on another planet he calls

they seem.

Darksphere, captures several of them, and forces them to drill through

Circles of Seven Bryan Davis 2016 In Circles of Seven, using their dragon

Starlight's crust in order to release the gas. A man escapes and returns to

traits and the wisdom they gained through their earlier adventures, Billy

the planet of humans. He tells everyone about the missing people they call

and Bonnie explore a multi-dimensional domain of evil. In this realm, they

the Lost Ones and how they went through a portal to a dragon planet.

navigate seven perilous worlds, each one manifested in a circular plane of

Since the portal doesn't always work, he is unable to prove his story, and

existence that leads them deeper into the domain of a powerful enemy.

nearly everyone thinks he is crazy or maybe he murdered the others. A

The seventh circle holds a group of prisoners, captives of the evil mistress

few believe his story and form a group called the Underground Gateway,

of the circles, and Billy has to find a way to set them free and give them

which refers to the portal. Unfortunately, the escapee's son is imprisoned

new life. When tragedy strikes along the way, Billy has to face the most

and becomes inaccessible, so the Gateway has to try to piece together

difficult decision of his life, whether to forsake Bonnie to rescue the

information as they secretly search for the portal. After many unsuccessful

prisoners or to find a way to save her, his best friend in the world. Filled

years, they are considered by most to be nothing more than crackpot

with action, danger, and suspense, Circles of Seven is sure to keep

conspiracy theorists. One hundred years after the initial enslavement,

readers in their seats, following Billy and Bonnie to the exciting conclusion.

Adrian Masters, a 24-year-old expert swordsman, sets out on a journey to

Fire Bible-NIV-Global Study Donald Stamps 2010-03 Believers the world

find the portal to the dragon planet. He is accompanied by Marcelle, a

over are on fire to deepen their relationship with Jesus Christ; they want to

sword maiden of amazing skill whose ideas about how the operation

tap into the Holy Spirit as the source of divine power for advancing the

should be carried out conflict with his own. Adrian believes in using stealth

work of the Church and fulfilling their personal lives. The Fire Bible, Global

and cunning to free the slaves, while Marcelle opts to take a more direct

Study Edition is exactly what you need to be guided toward the Christ-

approach. This causes friction between these two warriors, though they

centered, Spirit-led life that your soul thirsts for. Its notes and commentary

respect each other's skills highly. When Adrian and Marcelle find the

are authoritative and trustworthy, yet written in language that any reader

slaves, they learn that these longsuffering people have no memory of their

can easily understand. Learn how the spiritual empowerment that was

origins, making them reluctant to believe the two would-be rescuers,

bestowed upon the faithful at Pentecost is available today, as God s gift to

especially since the dragons crush any opposition to their cruel tyranny.

modern followers of Jesus. This unparalleled Scripture study resource will

Undeterred by the overwhelming obstacles, the two warriors set out to free

greatly benefit anyone interested in living the Christian life to the fullest.

the slaves and face mortal danger at every turn. As they battle dragons,

FEATURES Book introductions, including space for taking notes Center-

endure torture, and dispel superstition, they learn that an ultimate sacrifice

column references Page-bottom notes In-text maps and charts In-text Key

is the only way they can bring liberty to the oppressed.

Issue background articles New International Version concordance

Eye of the Oracle Bryan Davis 2016 #1 Best-seller, Eye of the Oracle, is

Themefinders track 12 important topics through the scriptures Color map

the first in the Oracles of Fire series, a set of four books for young adults.

section "

This series inspires young people to pursue faith, courage, and love and to
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dig deep within to find their God-given strengths, no matter how difficult

Dragon is the fourth book in Children of the Bard, a sequel series to the

the circumstances. This book is a prequel to the Dragon in our Midst

best-selling Dragons in our Midst and Oracles of Fire series. This book

series (DIOM), covering the events that led up to Raising Dragons, the first

concludes the adventures of Matt and Lauren, twin siblings born to Billy

DIOM book. The second book in Oracles of Fire, Enoch's Ghost, picks up

and Bonnie Bannister.

where Tears of a Dragon, the fourth book in DIOM, left off. Therefore, the

7TH DOOR (CHILDREN OF THE BARD Bryan Davis 2014-02-07 The

second, third, and fourth books in Oracles of Fireare sequels to DIOM.

Seventh Door is the third book in Children of the Bard, a sequel series to

This book is designed to be read after the DIOM series and will launch a

the best-selling Dragons in our Midst and Oracles of Fire series. This book

new adventure that continues through the next three books. Readers

follows the adventures of Matt and Lauren, twin siblings born to Billy and

familiar with DIOM will recognize characters from that series and will be

Bonnie Bannister. Endowed with mysterious dragon traits, they must stop

introduced to new ones as well. Readers unfamiliar with DIOM will have

the demon Tamiel from disrupting the song of the ovulum. If the song is

no trouble following this new story, because no knowledge of DIOM will be

squelched, Tamiel will be able to bring about the destruction of the human

required.

race.

OMEGA DRAGON (CHILDREN OF THE Bryan Davis 2015-03-20 Omega

J. v. Vondels Ondergang van Troje P. Vergilius Maro 1655
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